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This is the new real
This is the new scene
this is the outcome the end of the story
I hate flyin cuz the glory scares me
I ain't flyin even though you dared me
I'm only in this for the declaration
we only rock it for the celebration
I was made I was made to give
I was made to give glory here forever

don't wanna fly away
don't wanna dly

splatter ink on a page
in such a clear way
so we communicate
break down the stage
but I don't wanna fly the plane
that will take away
from the Way
so take me out of the way
don't wanna fly away
don't wanna fly away

this is the new real
this is the new me
this is the outcome the end of my story
I hate flyin cause the glory scares me
I ain't flyin even though you dared me
I'm only in this for the declaration
we only rock it for the celebration
I was made I didn't make myself
don't wanna be known as a punk in 1st class
I'll ride this train I'll take the bus
I'll even sit in the back
don't put me on that plane it's gonna get high jacked
and then what
I'll blow up and my head'll explode
and everybody knows that's not my kind of show

so sick of all the rock star hype
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I'm an average kid with an average mic
don't seek no fame with what I write
I'll be rockin it on and on and on all night
till I catch a fligh until I'm takin out
don't want to go out don't wanna go out
like buddy holly or richie valenz or the big bopper
I ain't that kinda rocker

this is the new real
this is the new scene
this is the outcome the end of the story
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